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PRELUDE — DEATH IN NEWTOWN 2012!

In December 2012, most of the news stories about the deaths of children and staff at Sandy Hook 

Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut were reporting a massacre, a rampage-style shooting with 

26 deaths. In fact 27 people died at the school. The one left off some casualty lists was the young man 

with the gun. He died because he killed himself. A very public suicide. In the USA, among 30 perpetrators, 

in one survey of rampage-style killings between 2001 and 2012, only 5 survived. ,  Almost all died by 1 2

suicide in public, in the very place they killed the others. A few died in the immediate aftermath at the 

hands of the police. Most people writing and reflecting about these events have focused on victims and 

weapons. The starting point for me, perhaps because my perspective takes its position from my work on 

the endings of wars, is the suicide, the violent self-annihilation that marks the ending of so many of these 

civilian catastrophes. My purpose in this piece is to bring a new kind of attention to suicide, a largely 

unexamined element of the USA’s intense, commonplace violence. Our suicides, public and private, can 

only be understood if seen in the context of the nation’s seemingly rock hard commitment to gun rights. **!

Guns used in murder-suicides, including terror-suicides like Newtown, and guns used in the more 

ordinary, self-inflicted deaths we all recognize as “suicide” kill about 20,000 Americans every year. This is 

a phenomenon of our times; a gun story in which killers and their victims (almost always only themselves) 

are often older, largely male, and mostly white. !

I will be arguing that our unique approach to gun rights -- associated as it is with individual power, the 

entitlement to own a gun and the right to respond with violence when protecting property or honor -- has 

deep roots, reaching back to the nation’s founding documents and social systems. Today’s progressive 

gun politics must include working on these roots, but in new ways. Specifically, we should use rights 

protected by the First Amendment to set criteria that ensure the right to bear arms, mandated in the 

Second Amendment, is “well regulated.” I will also propose other remedies which, since they echo 

existing public health strategies, can be enacted locally and in our personal lives.!

___________________________!

** Originally completed in June 2013, this essay was updated in December 2015, to take account of 
alterations to the collective consciousness about patterns of gun violence in the USA. Ferguson alerted 
the nation to ongoing gun violence directed by police at African Americans. Newtown means that many 
more mass shootings are now publicized beyond the region where they occur. These represent changes 
in national awareness not changes in total numbers of events. Mass shootings — four or more casualties 
— have been occurring at a high rate for years. shootingtracker.com gives recent details. It took until Dec. 
3, 2015 for the New York Times to acknowledge the virtually daily nature of mass shooting trauma.!
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THE POLITICS OF PUBLIC SUICIDE

Descendants of slaves know deeply that violence was built into the country at its founding, in whippings 

and lynchings, and families wrenched apart by an unconstrained slave owning class. Many people in the 

USA today claim for themselves an analogous power, which they cloak in the Second Amendment, 

asserting a right to own and use any kind of gun, for any reason, in public or in their own homes, at their 

own individual discretion. No matter how large the majority in favor of gun controls, this minority is trying 

to craft and protect virtually unconstrained access to guns.!

Key features of the origins of all of this lie in the US Constitution, which allocated to the slave states more 

seats than their share of voters thanks to the 3/5 clause, allowing a fairly small minority disproportionate 

access to power. The Constitution also made the entire nation complicit in the violence of slavery, via the 

mandates of the Fugitive Slave clause.  Wars against the Indians and the “settling” of the West 3

broadened the original violent tradition, but in the regional differences in current patterns of mass shooter 

violence, and in regional differences in patterns of suicide today, the USA appears to be experiencing yet 

another iteration of the legacies of slavery. Both gun suicides and mass shootings in the former 

Confederacy disproportionately outnumber those in most of the original northern states. Two charts on the 

next page compare states from the old South with northern states in (1) the number of mass shootings 

over the last three years by census region and (2) rates of suicide per 100,000 population. The selected 

states present a particularly dramatic contrast.!

This is a long essay. Its earliest versions, distributed in 2013 were “trying something out,” the meaning in 

the original French of the word essay. Now, with two more years of research and two more years of 

changes in national consciousness, it has become a formal, and rather extended argument. !

The remedies I propose have nothing to do with endless debates about listing names in national gun 

registries. Rather they draw on our extensive experience limiting other risky aspects of our social 

interactions, including driving and smoking. More profoundly, if the individualist rights now claimed as 

inherent in the Second Amendment are to be “well regulated,” inspiration to do so can be found in this 

nation’s passion for freedom of speech and assembly. The First Amendment is being threatened by ever 

increasing number of ways guns are carried into our public lives. The time has come to rise to its defense.!

Each suicide and each terror suicide is the work of one or perhaps two people, but their lives unfold in 

social structures shaped by politics and by values embedded in the culture. This essay focuses on the 

structures and, despite regional differences, the national consequences are a part of all of our lives. If we 

can keep the facts about the 20,000 other deaths from gun suicide at the forefront of our minds, even 

more prominently than the attention we devote to terror suicides, we genuinely have opportunities to start 

reducing gun damage right now. We can skirt around our obviously dysfunctional elected center, to bring 

about a more tranquil daily life for thousands of Americans and their families.!
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Mass Shootings By Census Regions 2013 - 2015 !4

!

A Comparison Between States showing Rates of Suicide per 100,000 population. !5
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THE POLITICS OF PUBLIC SUICIDE

Newtown — The Political Context!

Let me sketch briefly some of the political consequences of the Sandy Hook Elementary School crisis in 

Newtown, in 2012. An immediate display of grief -- intimate and dreadful at the scene, was accompanied 

by money and toys (because it was near Christmas), flowers and messages of dismay flowing in from all 

over the country. The flood of private donations quickly became a confusing public problem: how does a 

community in grief handle so many unsolicited and sometimes unwanted gifts?  Bigger, tangible political 6

consequences lay ahead. School officials would have to decide whether and how to rebuild the school, 

and whether to place armed guards in the buildings. Connecticut State officials took up legislation for 

sterner gun control, which passed and was signed into law on April 4, 2013. As a wider politico/economic 

consequence of Connecticut’s action, a rush of conservative commentary claimed that this and similar 

legislation passed after an earlier massacre in Colorado, was “forcing” gun manufacturers to move 

factories to “greener pastures” including Texas.  From grief to interstate economic competition in four 7

short months. Several months later, in Colorado, a special election resulted in the recall of two women 

senators closely associated with the gun control legislation.!

National political options in the face of these events erupted in complex and often hostile public debates. 

President Obama attended mourning ceremonies in Newtown and vowed, once back in Washington, to 

pass sterner legislation at the Federal level. He was checked at the very first post. Legislative filibuster 

rules allowed a bill improving purchaser background checks to be “defeated” by the minority on April 17, 

2013, despite having a majority of 54 votes in favor. This seemed to bring the Federal story to a 

depressing climax. There was more, however. On May 8, a slightly larger majority (56 votes) was also 

deemed to have been defeated as it tried to do the reverse, to expand gun owners rights on Federal land.!

That these difficult discussions produce paradoxical definitions of “winning” and “losing” is explained in 

part by our 225 year old constitutional system. The protections of slavery at the Founding rested on a 

disproportionate number of seats allocated to the minority of the population living in the Southern States. 

These days minority positions “win” by relying on Senate rules about filibuster and cloture. The 4 million, 

hard lobbying pro-gun activists used filibuster to demolish the meaning of “mere” opinion polls showing 

90% of the adults in the USA in favor of more stringent gun registration rules.  In May 2013, six months 8

after the Newtown deaths, the NRA held its annual convention, and the 4 million celebrated their success 

at protecting the rights of “true,” freedom loving Americans. !9

The public debates did not end with these Senate votes and one challenge to the NRA position was set 

out in John Oliver’s Daily Show stories about Australia, where new gun controls, imposed in response to a 

gun massacre in the 1990s have been effective and well received.  Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, 10

a victim of a mass shooting, also tried to challenge pro-gun norms, in a New York Times op-ed explaining 

how NRA threats lead a politician to fear for his/her political future.  Her essay confirmed one of John 11
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Oliver’s more stunning interviews, in this case with a 

former aide to Senate Majority leader Harry Reid. The 

aide, Jim Manley declared on screen that a politician’s 

first goal is “to get reelected.” Passing legislation, he 

agreed, would be no higher than second priority. !

Already tracking the very same electoral train of thought, 

the mainstream news media began speculating on the likely impact of votes on the gun measure by 

specific senators. Interestingly, given the male centered patterns of gun ownership and use in the USA, 

the consequences for women senators seemed particularly worth calling into question. Sen. Ayotte of 

New Hampshire learned that her vote against gun purchaser background checks might hurt. Sens. 

Landrieu (Louisiana) and Hagen (North Carolina) were probably pleased to hear that they might be 

gaining supporters from their votes in favor of control despite representing high gun-ownership states.  A 12

Senator from North Dakota, Heidi Heitkamp, will not discover until 2018 which way the consequences of 

her vote will fall. Remember, it was women state senators who were recalled in protest against their gun 

control votes in Colorado.!

The Senate vote was on the smallest of details, improved background checks for gun purchasers. No 

measures for serious change were proposed, and none were expected. Everyone understood the 

structural support undergirding the minority’s commitments to guns and to the individual right to own 

them, commitments easily strong enough to override polls showing huge public support for change. Given 

the Congressional paralysis in Washington, DC in 2013, there was never really any need to consider the 

possibility that the public consequences of that public terror suicide in the school in Connecticut might 

change core dynamics in American politics. !

Newtown — in global context !

When “terrorists” kill themselves while detonating bombs in Kabul, Americans are horrified and also 

disgusted by their actions. “Suicide bombers” are easily relegated to a space beyond the fringes of 

human civilization.  When Tibetans self immolate in the western regions of China and in Tibet, Chinese 13

officials too relegate them to the fringes, as criminals and terrorists. American observers, by contrast, 

normally treat Tibetan deaths as human tragedies. We in the USA probably see both groups of activists 

as motivated by powerful beliefs, although suicides protesting injustices who are Buddhist are described 

with compassion, while Moslems who seek to glorify Allah through martyrdom are repudiated.  !14

By contrast, we discuss our own, public suicides as though each case were an individual one, an isolated 

and random event disconnected from any overarching belief system. We search the biography of a single 

life for the personal traumas and destabilizing experiences that turn a human being into a monster.  !15
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In this essay I will argue that it is not enough simply to describe America’s public suicides as mentally 

troubled, isolated, monstrous individuals. Rather, each of them also is entangled in a powerful belief 

system. It rests on guns and on an individual’s right to take violence into his, or occasionally, her own 

hands, a belief system just as powerful and convincing as religious impulses are for Buddhists and 

Moslems. Furthermore, the political consequences of that belief system recently have been strengthened 

not weakened by official support for guns and the option to resort to violence.  It is that belief system that 16

lies at the heart of this piece. If we are to keep 20,000 people from killing themselves each year in this 

country, it will not be enough to put through a small increase in mental health spending. !

This essay turns now to a brief summary of suicide data for the USA, in three categories: (1) Terror/

rampage suicide of the Newtown kind, (2) imitate murder/suicides and (3)individual suicide. Using the 

National Rifle Association as the archetype, in Part 2 the essay examines the agendas pursued by pro-

gun advocates in recent years. In Part 3, these modern efforts are placed in US historical context, in 

which a pattern emerges of repeated reassertions that true Americans have the right to respond with 

violence, each reiteration coinciding with a time of significant change in the political status of African 

Americans. At the end come the recommendations for action.!

Part 3 is the most challenging part of my argument, and it may risk distancing the reader from suicide. 

However, once one understands the magnitude of the suicide risk in the USA, and juxtaposes it with 

some of the other extremes of US gun exceptionalism, it becomes possible also to identify strategies 

which can set in motion a downturn in the number of Americans for whom guns are an instrument of self-

destruction, instead of the protective devices they are supposed to be.!

Part 1 — SUICIDE IN THE USA !

The inspiration or more aptly stated, the force which drove me to take up this topic, was learning for the 

first time shortly after Newtown what many people already knew: in the USA, gun deaths by suicide 

massively outnumber gun deaths by homicide. In 2010 there were 19,392 successful suicides using guns. 

There were only 11,078 homicides.  In 2012, in total there were 32,288 deaths from firearm violence: 17

11,622 homicides and 20,666 suicides. !18

ONLY 11,622 dead people. By comparison with suicides, homicide kills half as many, and yet the 

homicidal variant of gun violence in America is the one that attracts attention. !

I could veer off now into international comparisons and bemoan American crime or death rates. I don’t 

propose to do so. For those who want more international statistics, the World Health Organization and a 

database assembled at the University of Sydney in Australia, (gunfacts.org) provide a rich array of data, 

showing many distinct patterns of violence, suicide and crime around the world, as well as varying 
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patterns in the use of tools and means.  The US is all too well recognized for its relatively high levels of 19

murderous violence, although barely recognized for its comparatively low levels of nonviolent property 

crime, and surprisingly low levels of assault, at least as self-reported in surveys.  This essay is not about 20

violence in the US in general. Nor does it make a comparative analysis of US suicide rates in the 

international context. It is about suffering and sadness in the USA today.!

1. Terror suicides 2001-2012!

Suicide fatalities in each episode: Counts of terror-shootings vary from source to source, but some 

common patterns appear in the lists. In one tally of cases between 1999 and 2013 — 27 events — 20 

perpetrators ended up dead, almost all by suicide.  This is similar to the 25 out of 30 who died in the 21

2012 list Mother Jones magazine originally reported.  In a more recent tally by CNN of the 29 deadliest 22

mass shootings since 1983, the perpetrators also died in 20 of them. !23

Age: Catastrophes at schools and colleges, and in theaters showing movies aimed at the young lead 

many to assume that such massacres and their attendant suicides are perpetrated by young men. The 

following in order, in the Mother Jones tally from December 2012 back to 2001, are the perpetrators’ 

actual ages: 22, 36,40, 24, 40, 43, 59, 42, 32, 22, 34, 37, 41, 39, 45, 27, 52, 25, 19, 20, 17, 23, 32, 28, 

44, 16, 44, 25, 48, 66. It is the victims who are young, not the majority of the perpetrators.  !24

Race/Gender: In the original 2012 Mother Jones list, just one mass killer was a woman. About two thirds 

were white, the others evenly distributed across different ethnic groups. From such a small total number 

there is no question of anything even worth investigating as statistically representative of the country, with 

the possible exception of the difference between men and women. Korean Americans are described by 

one writer as disproportionately sensitive to the fact that more than one of the perpetrators was Korean. !

Gun purchases: There was no pattern showing where and how they got their guns, and therefore no 

particular reason to believe that some single, specific method for regulating gun purchases would change 

the likelihood of these events. In one study tracking 61 mass shootings since 1982, the guns were 

purchased legally in 49 cases, illegally in 11 and in one case the source was unknown. !25

2. Intimate Murder - Suicides!

Crimes called “murder-suicides” are more commonly small scale events than terror/rampage suicides. 

Nonetheless they are crimes which also leave more than one person dead, occasionally as many as four 

or more, hence they are often accurately described as mass killings, rather than fitting the stereotype of 

the single despairing person we commonly associate with the word “suicide.” Unlike the mass murder-

suicides which happen in public places, these disasters usually happen at home, often in the bedroom. 
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Their political consequences therefore are small. Indeed, in many states, it has proven hard to use the 

courts to get guns out of troubled households, even where there is known to be domestic violence. !26

Fatalities each year. The best available, recent research is a doctoral dissertation completed in 2011, in 

which the author, for the first time in the USA, created and then validated a nation-wide data-base of 

murder-suicides. “Seven thousand four hundred forty-six (7,446) murder-suicide events . . .  between 

January 1, 1999 and December 31, 2009. A total of 15,748 individuals died and 1,314 were injured in 

those events.”  !27

Guns: Guns were used in 83% of the suicides.!

Age: Although it was once sentimentally assumed that such deaths result from “pacts” agreed in advance 

by both partners, it is now clear that the partners who die in murder/suicides are mostly killed without 

warning, that pacts are rare. The average age of perpetrators is 44 and the distribution is skewed older 

than in murders in general. !28

Gender/Race: Intimate murder/suicide, because of the suicide, is an overwhelmingly male crime. The 

data from the 2011 dissertation demonstrate that 93% of all perpetrators are male. More significantly, 

while 81% of general murder victims are male, in murders that are followed by suicides, 75% of the 

victims are women. Between 1999 and 2009, 61% or the perpetrators were white, 16% were black and 

23% are described as “other.” Studies indicate that the suicide rate for husbands who kill their wives is 

19-26% while that for wives who kill their husbands is 0-3%. !29

3. Individual Suicides!

Statistics on individual suicidal behavior generally have, until recently, been virtually invisible in the public 

conversation about guns and violence, but the relationship is strong.!

Suicide Demographics: There are an average of more than 350 gun suicides each week in the USA. 

That makes around 20,000 a year. Men outnumber women more than 7 to 1. With the exception of 

American Indians, the overall suicide rate per 100,000 people for whites, both men and women, 

outnumbers the rates for minorities 3 to 1. Unlike the commonplace trope that a lethal gun is most likely 

seen in the hands of a young black man, in suicide the hand belongs to a white man, most likely over the 

age of 35. In 2010 there were 349 suicides among active duty military personnel. There were about 8000 

suicides by all methods by military veterans. 69% were over 50. Veterans under 30 seem to be dying in 

suicide at a slightly lower rate than their non-serving peers. !30

Young people, probably because they are more impulsive, attempt suicide frequently and fail remarkably 

often -- 100-200 attempts per success. When they use guns the rate at which they die goes way up.  !31
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Impulse, guns and suicide. Attempted suicide is an impulse action, one that with most methods does 

not actually end in death. In 2010 there were more than 700,000 hospital admissions for attempted 

suicides but only about 38,000 who died. Conversely 85% or more of the people who try to commit 

suicide with a gun do die.  For suicide attempts using most other methods, fewer than 10% die.  32

Most important of all, more than 90% who make a first attempt never die of suicide. The gun as method 

really matters. 

In suicide, it can take only five minutes between losing the human instinct for survival and death. 
 “The picture people have of suicidal people is that once you're suicidal you remain suicidal, but for 
a lot of people it's not the case  . . . There’s a short-term spike, and you really want to get the 
person through that vulnerable period safely and hopefully figure out a way to bring the misery 
down. . . .!

In a Center for Disease Control survey of those who made a near-lethal suicide attempt, survivors 
were asked how long it had been from suicidal impulse to attempt. For half, it had been an hour or 
less. For 24 percent, it was less than five minutes. !

Barber says before she started studying suicide, she wouldn't have even thought to put five 
minutes or less as an option. !33

!
Even the smallest physical impediments to the use of one’s own gun might make a difference to those 

24% who thought for no longer than 5 minutes.!

A 1999 study, examining near term results after more than 200,000 people bought a handgun, found that 

“In the first week after the purchase of a handgun, the rate of suicide by means of firearms among 

purchasers was 57 times as high as the adjusted rate in the general population.”  The group which 34

bought disproportionately more guns for suicide than their numbers in the population was older men 55 

and above. However, it was for suicidal women that the recent purchase of a gun was particularly 

dangerous. It made them nearly three times more likely to die using a firearm.  !35

The mental health problem in relationship to suicide is not illness but impulse. Guns are so dangerous to 

older white men because most suicides are impulse actions and a loaded gun in the house makes death 

virtually certain. 

Two public health analogies!

People smoking put themselves as well as others at risk. Age restrictions on cigarette purchases, 

instituted decades ago, were followed by advertising restrictions to limit the attractiveness of smoking and 

significant tax increases to deter newcomers from taking up the habit. Because of more recent studies of 

the effects of second hand smoke, bans on indoor and workplace smoking have also spread widely 
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across the USA. For those who want to understand how it once was, check out TV programs and movies 

from the 1950s and before. Smokers are everywhere. They feature hardly at all in current productions. !

Likewise, people at the wheel of a car also put themselves and others at risk. In recent decades, the 

dangers have resulted in seat belt requirements for all front seat passengers, car seat mandates for 

children, restrictions on teens driving each other and drink-driving laws to 

increase margins of safety for all.  Car owners are also required to carry 

liability insurance. As a matter of comparison, the total number of 

suicides in the USA is almost the same as the total number of deaths on 

the road. The comedian Louis CK has a wonderful segment in a 2013 

HBO special on why these laws are essential for our survival: there are 

so many ways merely being at the wheel of a car awakens the 

aggressive and uninhibited in us.  !36

Putting others at risk while putting oneself at risk voluntarily has limits, also, in relation to the First 

Amendment. In the safety context, Supreme Court rulings place specific limits when speech directly 

endangers other people: no shouting “fire” randomly in a crowded theater since audience members might 

get crushed to death running to the exits. In the electoral arena, in recent years this Amendment has been 

protected to an extraordinary degree. I will be arguing that gun rights urgently need to be “well regulated,” 

to protect the First Amendment in the many public settings that are also arenas for political speech.!

In contrast to the regulations that have reduced dangers from cigarette smoking and driving in a car, 

recent mass killings and public suicides have resulted in concerted, often successful attempts to increase 

dangers of guns to others, to increase the accessibility of guns, to increase the chances that others will 

be put at risk by private behavior. Notably in Stand Your Ground laws, gun owners have expanded 

permissible justifications for firing their weapons, despite the absence of sound, research-based evidence 

that such changes are benign or beneficial to public health. !

Part 2 of this essay examines this conundrum: Protections for gun users and manufacturers have been 

actively increased for over 30 years. All the while, at least until President Obama countermanded 

Congressional research “protocols” in 2013, the US government was prevented from collecting sound 

evidence measuring the effects of increasing these gun-owner protections on us, the citizens of the USA.!

Part 2 -- THE NRA, DATA, AND THE LAW!

The NRA!

2012 which ended so horribly in the Newtown killings also began with a highly publicized gun death, this 

one in Florida. George Zimmerman, on official patrol as “neighborhood watch” in a gated community, shot 
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and killed a 17 year old young man. Trayvon Martin had been walking home, towards the house where he 

was staying inside the community. Martin, young and black, was wearing a hooded sweatshirt. Laden as 

both men were with stereotypes about violence in the USA, their fatal encounter was replayed again and 

again in the media.  One recurring theme centered on the fact that Zimmerman was not arrested and 37

charged for nearly six weeks. Many attributed police inaction to the implied permission to kill in the name 

of “self-defense” that had been extended so broadly in Florida’s 2005 “Stand Your Ground” law. !

One organization pushing relentlessly for the passage of Stand Your Ground laws was the National Rifle 

Association, the NRA, the institution that most clearly embodies rock hard commitment to gun rights in the 

United States. The NRA’s origins lie back in the Civil War, when military leaders realized that their recruits 

were appalling marksmen. Its initial purpose was to train men in handling rifles effectively, first for war and 

later for hunting and sport. Rifles, “long guns” were the NRA’s primary concern. For over 100 years, its 

programs focused on gun handling and its membership recruitment on recreation.  The organization 38

even supported much of the 1968 Gun Control Act, passed by Congress in response to the 

assassinations of the two Kennedys and Dr. King. But the late 1970s saw major changes in the NRA’s 

organizing strategies and agenda; an extended internal policy debate ended in the gun “activists” triumph. !

The selection as Executive Director of Harlon Carter in 1977 embodied the change. Tensions had been 

brewing about the organization’s priorities for five years, once Carter became the NRA’s DC lobbyist. As a 

teenager Carter had been convicted of second degree murder, a conviction later overturned by a ruling of 

“self-defense.” His life long advocacy for the right to self defense made him willing to argue that weapons 

in the hands of felons and the mentally disturbed was the price he was willing to pay for the “freedom” of 

gun owners to take action into their own hands.  By 1986 the organization had managed to get Congress 39

to weaken the 1968 Gun Control Act. In 1991, and with the appointment of Wayne La Pierre as Executive 

Director, the NRA’s trajectory was firmly fixed in the anti-gun-control direction. While the advertisements 

and language of the1980s and 1990s linked gun rights to the nation’s crime rate,  after 2000 the 40

organization took a more generally antigovernment position, linking up with other single-issue focused 

groups in the small government movement. In a combination of state laws and litigation, the NRA now 

argues its “self-defense” agenda virtually entirely through the individual right to bear arms, as laid out in 

the Second Amendment, to them the core of the US Constitution. !

Tropes but not much data !

In the US in recent decades, public “opinion” about the value of guns has had to develop with very little 

evidence-based data to support claims made by anyone. We have lived from sound-bite to trope with 

perilously little reliable information to temper our emotions or to use as the basis for policy. The NRA more 

than any other single entity, has determined the structure of public discourse on guns.!
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The absence of a larger body of explicit research into guns and suicide is, like “Stand Your Ground” 

legislation, a sign of the power of the pro-gun lobby. After Newtown, President Obama finally ordered the 

Centers for Disease Control to restart government funded scholarly studies of gun injuries, ending a 16 

year long ban on the topic. Yes.16 years ago Congress began a ban on government-funded, civilian 

research into gun injuries.  The NRA drove the 1996 ban, and the restriction has been inserted into each 41

of the annual CDC appropriation bills ever since. !42

So, what was it that the CDC and National Institutes of Health were not allowed to study? They were not 

allowed to examine the gold-standard public health question: what can be done to make everyday life 

safer for everyone. Inside the CDC, injuries are the agenda for the National Center for Injury Prevention 

and Control. This group studies everything from automobile accidents to elders falling down stairs. NCIPC 
has not been allowed to undertake any studies of injuries from guns that might “advocate or 
promote gun control.”  The ban was imposed in 1996, because by then scholarly research had begun 43

convincingly to demonstrate that merely having a gun in the home increased the risks of both suicide and 

homicide.!

In recent years the ban on CDC research has been extended to other agencies as well, even the Bureau 

of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and the military. In the aftermath of the shooting of Rep. Gifford, 

Congress went so far as to prohibit military commanders from discussing private ownership of guns with 

soldiers under their command.  !44

Encouragingly, the trend towards denial may finally be reversing, and doing so more widely than just in 

Obama’s White House. In 2012, the ban impacting the military was partially rescinded, allowing 

discussions with soldiers still in the services and known to be suicide risks. After Newtown, the 

mainstream media began carrying stories about the lack of research data and the need to determine the 

correct next steps.  Media coverage then, and data showing a steady increase in the number of suicides 45

in the Army and Navy may be encouraging officers to use the 2012 permission to talk to those whom they 

know to be at risk. The rest of us, however, the NRA still wants to keep in the dark.!

In the face of a serious lack of carefully interpreted, widely available data, the USA has been awash in 

stereotypes and generalizations, masquerading as facts, about who uses guns and why. It is now 

imperative we become able to hear and recognize differences between the stories we keep telling 

ourselves, including how we allocated blame, and findings from evidence-based research.!

Stereotypes!

1) Blame TV and Film. In the aftermath of each mass shooting, gun advocates return to the unsupported 

platitude that if mass violence seems commonplace in the United States today, then film, television and 
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video games are responsible for makingviolence seem permissible. Since I can barely even watch trailers 

for violent movie, intuitively to me this claim seems hard to refute. And yet, I also know, the evidence I and 

my peers gathered in graduate school, working as coders for the earliest US studies on television and 

violence. We were trying to link mass media violence to high rates of crime in the 1970s, but it proved 

impossible conclusively to demonstrate that increase in violent incidents on television was causally 

related to the high levels of violence.  A more recent study, of violent criminal behavior on the weekends 46

when there were wide-spread openings of violent movies, found that violence actually decreased on 

those weekends and that there was no marked increase in the three weeks immediately following.  !47

Above all, despite massive amount of fictional media violence, most mass-murder/suicides have clear 

personal connections to the people and places they target. It needs only to be added that, fictional 

shooters almost never turn their guns on themselves. Suicides in both rampage killings and personal 

action cannot be described as copy-cat versions of the violence on screen on a Saturday night.!

2) Gun Purchases have 
increased dramatically in recent 
years. Well, yes and no. Each 

terror suicide and well publicized 

mass shooting leads to fearsome 

mass mailings by the NRA that 

Obama’s government is about to 

restrict gun ownership. Which 

means that gun owners are often 

inspired to buy yet another 

weapon. In fact the percentage of 

American households which own a 

gun has been declining steadily. 

This chart, made with data from a 

variety of sources, shows a 

decline even in this era of well 

publicized mass shootings.  The well respected GSS, the annual, nation-wide social survey by the 48

National Opinion Research Council confirms that the total number of households owning guns has 

declined to close to 30% from over 50% when the survey began in the early 1970s.  The remaining 49

households are therefore stocked with ever more guns.!

3) Women are buying and using more and more guns. In the arena of gender and gun use, media 

tropes differ from data quite starkly. One claim gaining momentum is that increasingly women are buying 
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and using guns. A woman’s right to the means for self defense is omnipresent in NRA promotions and 

their website devotes a whole segment just to women. In April 2013, for example, it posted a video with 

the heading: “Female shooters are one of the fastest growing demographics in the shooting community. 

Here are some self-defense training tips for women.” Put the words “women, self-defense, guns,” into a 

search engine on the web and over 21 million pages will come up in under 30 seconds.  The GSS 50

survey released in 2015 paints a much more moderate picture. The percentage of gun owners among 

women has hardly changed at all since 1980. In 2015 12% acknowledge that they personally own a gun.!

4) Women are dangerous intimate partners. The opposite trope, that women are violent killers in 

intimate relations, spent the spring of 2013, when this essay was first being written, prominently in the 

media, tossed from channel to channel in a feeding frenzy of the kind that that deflects attention from 

reality, by focusing instead on cases that are the exception  The two trials were of women accused of 

killing their partners, although guns were never involved. Still the stories serve as classic examples of 

how difficult it is to keep the data about women’s readiness to embrace violent strategies clear.  In fact, 51

the number of women killing intimate partners has collapsed dramatically at least since 1976. !

A study published by the Department of Justice, compared 

intimate partner homicides among blacks and whites in the 

years 1976-2002. The only group whose tendency to kill 

their partners did not go down steeply was white men. Their 

numbers were still high because their tendency to kill their 

girlfriends and ex-girlfriends (though not their spouses) has 

been rising. By 2002, black men, white women and black 

women were committing intimate partner murders at 

numbers 25%-50% below the 1976 rates.  !52

The gender statistics also pinpoint men in intimate partner homicides-suicides, where adult men aged 55 

and older have twice the rate of homicide-suicide that younger people do. There are more than 500 such 

episodes killing both partners each year. “The greatest at risk is the older couple (ages 75+) who have 

been married a long time and the husband has a dominant personality . . . Murder-suicides in older 

people were previously considered to be suicide pacts, mercy killings or altruistic homicide-suicides 

where both partners were old and sick. . . Almost all homicide-suicides in older persons involve a 

husband who kills his wife before killing himself.”   !53

5) Most often when guns are used it is for self-defense. Self defense is the most important trope that 

has been governing US policy in the new millennium. The right to self-defense will come up again in the 

section of this essay linking attitudes to guns in 2015 back through US history to the Founders. Today it 

carries real weight as politicians and citizens argue through the political consequences of terror-suicides. 
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For pro-gun advocates this argument is a “no-brainer,” and the sound bites which have saturated the 

media in recent years do not easily fade: “the only thing which stops a bad guy with a gun is a good guy 

with a gun,” is probably the most famous. !

Definitive data on the use of guns in self defense is, in reality, extraordinarily hard to document. Scholarly 

surveys attempting to pin down whether a visible gun was used for hostile purposes or in self defense 

repeatedly find that hostile uses are more likely. One study favored by gun advocates found a ratio of six 

hostile displays to a single use for self defense.  !54

These same advocates, publishing The Gun-Control Fact Sheet declare that guns are used for self 

defense millions of times each year: !

“Even anti-gun Clinton researchers concede that guns are used 1.5 million times annually for self-
defense. According to the Clinton Justice Department, there are as many as 1.5 million cases of 
self-defense with a firearm every year. The National Institute of Justice published this figure in 
1997 as part of "Guns in America"—a study which was authored by noted anti-gun criminologists 
Philip Cook and Jens Ludwig. !55

In fact Cook and Ludwig’s study argues that it is hard to estimate how many times guns are used in self-

defense. They recognize that 46% of gun owners believed they needed the gun for protection, but they 

conclude that “Evidence suggests that this survey and others like it overestimate the frequency with which 

firearms were used by private citizens to defend against criminal attack.”  !56

A conservative think tank, the CATO Institute put out a stark challenge to the argument that guns are used 

millions of times for self-defense. CATO’s study, dated 2012, claimed that self defense using guns was 

widespread and crossed all segments of society. Having decided that “survey data has severe limitations 

with respect to defensive gun uses” CATO embarked on “collecting accounts of self-defense as they are 

reported in news outlets [which] may be a better method of assessing the frequency and nature of self-

defense with firearms.” They studied news stories from October 2003 to November 2011 and, despite an 

8 year time frame, they identified only 5000 reports of guns used in self defense across the entire USA. 

Clearly, the millions of “self-defense” actions claimed to result from gun ownership are fantastical, 

completely out of touch with the ways we actually keep ourselves safe. !57

The Law!

In recent years the NRA has used political coercion — primarily donations and black-lists focused on the 

defeat of their opponents — to propel changes to the law and important changes in national constitutional 

priorities.!

Stand Your Ground increased the settings in which shooting in self defense is legal. The core 

justification for killing in self defense is age old: facing imminent death or serious bodily harm. In Anglo-

American common law two prerequisites were traditionally required: one had a duty to retreat if at all 
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possible, and the only place this duty to retreat did not apply was in one’s own home or property. Other 

cultures rarely take as absolute a view as as we have in the US, that ones home is ones “castle.” In 

Japan they have never forgotten the killing of an exchange student, 服部 剛丈 Hattori Yoshihiro, who died 

in Baton Rouge on Halloween in 1992, trying to Trick or Treat at the wrong house. The Japanese were 

appalled that home owner, Rodney Peairs was acquitted because he had posted a notice (not easily 

understood by a Japanese speaker) warning visitors not to walk up to the house. !

Florida and other states with Stand Your Ground legislation have extended the “no requirement to retreat” 

dramatically, to include wide areas, for example ones car and even places one is “entitled” to be: 

sidewalks, parks, hotels, airports. Trayvon Martin was shot on a side-walk. After Florida, 25 other states 

passed similar laws within six years.  The Wall Street Journal reports: “ ‘Justifiable’ homicides nearly 58

doubled from 2000 to 2010 . . . . The data, provided by federal and state law enforcement agencies, 

showed a sharp increase in justifiable homicides.”   59

Businesses engaged in gun sales are now exempt from many lawsuits. 2005 saw another important 

new law, this one Federal, extending the likely uses of a gun, by curtailing liability law suits over deaths 

involving guns. The legislation, named The Protection of Lawful Commerce in Arms Act, guaranteed gun 

makers and gun dealers exemption from civil lawsuits whenever, as in terror-suicides and murder-

suicides, the gun was used to commit a crime: “We prohibit causes of action against manufacturers, 

distributors, dealers, and importers of firearms or ammunition products, and their trade associations, for 

the harm caused solely by the criminal or unlawful misuse of firearm products or ammunition products by 

others, when the product functioned as designed and intended." Unlike the tobacco industry which was 

ultimately forced to pay compensation for all smoking damage, even that from cigarettes bought or sold 

illegally, the gun manufacturers and dealers are safe from suits whenever a criminal uses a gun -- as long 

as their weapons functioned as “designed and intended.” Though criminal, using a gun to kill another 

person is conforming to the manufacturer’s design intentions, hence the industry is exempt from 

responsibility. !

Suicide, however, is not a crime, and the remedies I propose at the end of this essay include using civil 

courts to challenge the way guns remain too readily available to people in anguish who commit suicide 

privately. !

Expanding “Open Carry” Laws Including Opposing School-yard Gun Free Zones. Associated with 

the extension of the right to self defense in public places, the NRA opposes all “gun free zones.” The 

Newtown shooting proved yet another opportunity to challenge this particular kind of restriction. Just days 

after the children died, Wayne La Pierre blamed the government for the deaths:!
“Politicians pass laws for Gun-Free School Zones. They issue press releases bragging about 
them. They post signs advertising them.!
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And in so doing, they tell every insane killer in America that schools are their safest place to inflict 
maximum mayhem with minimum risk.”!
“When it comes to the most beloved, innocent and vulnerable members of the American family — 
our children — we as a society leave them utterly defenseless, and the monsters and predators 
of this world know it and exploit it. That must change now!!
The only thing that stops a bad guy with a gun is a good guy with a gun. Would you rather have 
your 911 call bring a good guy with a gun from a mile away ... or a minute away?” . . . !
“The NRA is going to bring all of its knowledge, dedication and resources to develop a model 
National School Shield Emergency Response Program for every school that wants it.”   60

By spring 2013 the Newtown school board had come to agree that ending “gun free” was a good idea so 
it voted to put armed guards in the schools. Perhaps to its surprise, just a few weeks later the citizens of 
Newtown voted down the budget to pay for those guards.  In the three years since Newtown, the NRA 61

agenda has also been focused on increasing, state by state, the settings in which it is legal to carry a 
concealed weapon, which now include college campuses, bars and even airports.!

A mid-point summary -- gun use in the USA is widely permissible. Furthermore, recent legislation enacted 

under pressure from the NRA has broadened the standards for “self defense” significantly, making gun 

use yet more widely permissible.  Gun makers can no longer be sued in civil court for their role in making 

crime into violent crime. The USA has suffered 16 years of research silence into gun deaths. On the 

hopeful side, events since 2012, including the new scrutiny of shootings by police since Ferguson appear 

to have energized private researchers and the media as well as the FBI and Dept. of Justice. It is 

becoming possible to see rather more clearly how often guns result in gun deaths, even if we are still 

short of controlled research to explain patterns of cause and effect.!

PART 3: LEGALIZING VIOLENCE: SELF DEFENSE, POWER AND THE SECOND AMENDMENT!

This essay now takes an important turn, one which earlier readers have told me is challenging and 

perhaps incomplete. I recognize the concern and yet I remain convinced that the powerful race-based 

structures that have shaped this country since its Founding are, today, an important element in the view 

prevalent among gun owners, even terror-suicides, that they have a personal right to take up violence 

whenever they chose. An African American in the White House, head to head with intransigent gun 

politics is a key part of the context today, and it is where this last part of my argument begins. !

I am not alone in seeing the threat of violence underlying Obama’s presidency as distinctive, because of 

his race. People of many political persuasions here and abroad seem to have known, deeply known, that 

President Obama’s African heritage made him a target, way beyond the already huge, often lethal risks 

faced by previous Presidents. Still, if ending President Obama’s life seemed an all-too-obvious risk, it 

turned out to be equally easy to raise doubts about its beginning, at least for Donald Trump and the 

“birther” movement. To them Obama’s origins remain indeterminate, making him ineligible to be 

President. Politics everywhere brings out the odd and uncomfortable, but the deep craziness of the birther 
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movement, the delegitimization of a sitting President, on the basis that his Africanness rules out his 

fundamental Americaness, echoes all too easily the notion, still in the Constitution written out for all to 

see, that Africans who came as slaves could not participate in public life.!

Recently it has not been difficult to uncover linkages between a passion for gun rights and intense racism. 
Jim Porter, First Vice-President, since 2009 and NRA board member since the late 1950s, has been 
among the most explicit: “I get so sick and tired of all these people with this fake president that we got 
who wants to say, ‘Well, you know he hasn’t done anything bad for gun owners.’ I say, let me tell you 
something bad that he’s done. His entire administration is anti-gun, anti-freedom, anti-Second 
Amendment.” In this particular speech Porter went on to describe then U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder, 
as “rabidly un-American” and he linked Holder to “trying to kill the Second Amendment at the United 
Nations.”  Valerie Jarrett, Domestic Advisor in the White House was linked to the notion that Obama’s 62

people wanted “revenge,” even though Porter offered no evidence of what revenge might be for. What do 
the officials Porter connects to the urgent need to protect the Second Amendment have in common? They 
are African Americans.  63

At least three key standpoints make up the racial context that underlies our accommodation in the USA to 
high levels of gun violence. (1) Strong protections for violence, with expansions which coincide over 
historical time to changes in patterns of race relations (2) Disproportional allocations of political power so 
as to benefit the proponents of the right to resort to violence, which originated in the allocation of 
disproportionate political power to slave states and (3) Extremist positions extrapolating from particular 
language in the US Constitution, which now and once before in the past have coincided with a crisis over 
race and power. Each of these confronts us again today. We are also now, once again, in a position to 
protect or to dismantle the structural violence that has marred the United States since its Founding. 

(1) “Correction” and Self-Defense 

Violence, of course, was embedded in master/slave relationships from the very beginning. It was 

understood that only the risk of dreadful violence hovering over themselves and their families kept slaves 

on the plantations, and at work. Originally, this kind of violence was sanctioned in a series of state laws 

which, while making it a crime to “murder” a slave, made exceptions for violence that occurred if the slave 

was undergoing “correction.” Slave owners, naturally, described this “corrective” violence as a form of 

self-defense, a vital strategy to protect their homes and their property from slacking workers at a minimum 

and from slave revolts at the extreme. For example, Georgia’s Constitution, 1798, explicitly mentions 

insurrection as a justification for killing a slave. !64

The ending of the Civil War saw the ending of slavery but not the end of legal arguments affirming that 

unusual violence was legally justifiable, arguments based on ever expanding redefinition of aggressive 

violence as self defense. In the latter part of the 19th Century, Supreme Courts in several states and 

finally the US Supreme Court made rulings which repudiated the traditional basis for self defense — that 
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one had a “duty to retreat” when under attack, until “ones back was against a wall.” State rulings 

confirming the right to attack when threatened peaked in the mid 1870s, the very same years that whites 

in the Confederate states were violently rolling back Reconstruction politics, stripping African Americans 

of their rightful access to governing power. The US Supreme Court’s succession of rulings that 

reclassified murder convictions as “self-defense” were made just before and just after 1895, the year 

segregation was ratified in the infamous Plessy v. Ferguson case. In 1921 Oliver Wendell Holmes, (Brown 

v. United States) wrote that it was not even necessary to be attacked: “Detached reflection cannot be 

demanded in the presence of an uplifted knife.” In this single line, Holmes declared that all a killer needed 

was fear itself.  !

Expanding the characterization of violent action as “self defense” is, of course at the core of the current 

enthusiasm for Stand Your Ground laws. By the 1870s, it had been deemed reasonable not to retreat, 

especially at home. By 1920 it was deemed reasonable to kill if one feared for one’s life. By 2012, when 

Michael Zimmerman was acquitted of killing Trayvon Martin, just because he was walking down the 

street, fear no longer had to be based on clear evidence of danger. A “true” man (1876), a “reasonable” 

man (1895), and a man with no law enforcement training at all should be entitled to stand and fire in self 

defense or to prevent crime “in public places” (2005), including public colleges, airports and bars (2015).  !65

Allocating Political Power 

In the sequence of events since the Founding which led us to this present, another reality is that certain 
rights can be deemed so pivotal they need special protection. At the Founding, owning slaves was such a 
right. Its protection was written into the Constitution in the 3/5s clause, because by counting the slaves 
those states were allocated more seats than they had citizens. The original mechanism was simple: 
Setting the rules in the census, mandated by the Constitution, to include 3/5 of each slave as the basis for 

representation in Congress. In 1793, slave states had 47 of the 105 members but would have had only 33 

if no slaves were counted. In 1802 they held 64 seats instead of 50, in 1812, 76 out of 143 instead of 59, 

in 1820 they had 82 instead of 70 and in 1833, 98 out of 240 instead of 73.  !66

This power impacted the selection of the Speaker, the confirmation of judges to the Supreme Court and 

critically the Electoral College. Between 1789 and 1837, all Presidents owned slaves while serving as 

President, except John Adams and John Quincy Adams who each only managed one term. No-one was 

elected to a second term who was not a slaveholder.  A brief interlude of equality after the end of the 67

Civil War faded once Reconstruction collapsed, returning the country to its prior condition: whites 

disproportionately over-represented in political power in the former Confederacy, by means of a 

combination of biased voter registration laws and violent intimidation including lynching.!

Troublingly, the issue of who is to be counted to determine the allocation of seats is appears to be about 

to receive a major reassessment. US Census counts have always included non-voters and non-citizens 
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— originally this meant women, children and indentured adults as well as 3/5 of every slave in the south. 

However, with the exception of slaves, the Constitution never explicitly mandated counting those who are 

not and cannot become eligible to vote. A case before the US Supreme Court this year, in the 2015-16 

term, is set to determine whether this tradition of an inclusive count will continue, or whether 

representation will be allocated according to registered or eligible voters. The pro-gun advocates want to 

restrict the range of people included, because this too would result in their disproportionately greater 

representation. Here the rationale is that excluding immigrants reduces representation from high 

immigrant states, in particular the anti-gun havens of New York and California. It also reduces 

representation of cities where immigrants tend to congregate, and so biases in favor of rural, gun-

centered regions.  !68

The Second Amendment!

In recent years, however, the pressure for gun rights has moved beyond mere statutory affirmations of 

particular rights under particular circumstances, to return once again to the Founders. The NRA and their 

like-minded allies see in the Second Amendment an ideal that endows any American with an inalienable, 

individual right to own guns, of whatever kind, carried wherever he wants, to be used whenever he feels 

the need. The Second Amendment is explicit (if not clear): “the right of the people to keep and bear arms 

shall not be infringed.” When the Supreme Court ruled against a total ban on handguns in private homes, 

which had gone into effect in Washington DC, it was easy to be sorry but hard to be surprised. That ruling 

was issued in 2008.  Two years later the Court ruled on guns again,  this time basing its decision on the 69 70

amendment I personally consider to be the single most important one in the US Constitution: the 14th. 

“No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the 

United States.”  The 14th Amendment is one of the keys to balancing the “states rights” momentum 71

inherent in the Constitution, one of just a few features of the Constitution that make Federalism 

enforceable. It is the Constitution, of course, which makes this problem a Federal problem, a national 

problem. It is not merely regional. It is the Constitution which makes us all complicit in the violence. !

Second Amendment claims, which intensify our national complicity in today’s violence, find a parallel in 

19th century decisions to enhance the Fugitive Slave clause, also a part of the original Constitution. 

Nationwide legislation, passed in a “compromise” package in 1850 went in two directions. On the one 

hand an increase in the number of slave states was blocked. On the other hand a new Fugitive Slave Law 

tried to spread slavery’s reach nationwide. The law mandated formal Conscription of Americans across 

the non-slave, northern states into posses formed to capture escaped slaves. An instant backlash against 

such explicit complicity drove many more northerners into a decisive repudiation of slavery. Outrage 

expressed by, among other things Uncle Tom’s Cabin, never faded again. While the law also impelled 

about 20,000 African Americans to move to Canada to escape capture, thousands of other slaves 
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continued to escape. Furthermore, particular cases from Cincinnati to Boston, from Albany to Pittsburgh, 

found Federal Marshals overseeing the return of captured slaves in the middle of a political and legal 

storm. Few captured African Americans managed to avoid “rendition” back into slavery, but slavery as an 

institution came under attack as never before all over the north.  !72

These days Second Amendment victories in the Supreme Court are widely publicized. But there are also 

countervailing energies. Since that first Second Amendment ruling in 2008, over 1000 law suits have 

been filed by gun advocates making challenges to local gun regulations on Second Amendment grounds. 

The advocates have lost in 96% of the cases.  In Dec. 2015, with a fanfare of considerable publicity, the 73

Supreme Court also ignored the advocates, refusing even to review a local ban on private ownership of 

specific varieties of assault weapons. !74

If the US continues as it has for more than 200 years, then the violence and the racialisms which 

underpin violence will continue. So will the terror-killings. Four more highly publicized cases, three ending 

in suicide, happened in the last six months.!

December 2, 2015 - at an office holiday party in San Bernardino, CA: 14 killed, the two killers also 
committing suicide.!
October 1, 2015 - An Community College in Roseburg, Oregon. 9 dead, with the killer shot by 
police, but the coroner ruled his death a suicide.!
July 16, 2015 - At a military recruiting center in Chattanooga, Tennessee, 5 dead with the killer 
shot by police.!
June 17, 2015 - At the a historic African American Church in Charleston South Carolina. 9 dead 
and the killer confesses saying he wanted to start a race war.!!

A further 12 cases in which four or more people died happened between June 1 and November 1, but 

never made it onto the national news. Meanwhile at average rate of 350 a week, perhaps as many as 

10,000 people died by suicide using a gun. It is time to consider remedies. !!
CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS!

The best parts of the relationship in the USA between guns and people are to be found among serious 

hunters, women as well as men, who come from a wide variety of ethnic backgrounds. These are the 

people who own rifles, who go out for “their” deer/turkey/duck for food, as well as for sport. People in all 

parts of the USA learn marksmanship by shooting tin cans as targets. Guns can fit into modern America 

responsibly and ecologically. Sadly, there is also grief and horror in the relationship with guns. If I am 

correct that our violence and our history as a slave-based nation are embedded in current cultural and 

social structures, then attempts to modify patterns of gun usage will continue to face huge challenges. It 

is hard for any nation to take ownership of the deepest shadows in its history. We will have to take a path 

back through the Constitution itself as well as along the local avenues where all remaining powers not in 

the Constitution can still be found.!
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(1) Guns and the Constitution. Even granted a tradition of Presidents assassinated, when we assume 
and say out loud that an African American in public office is in more danger than any of his predecessors, 

we have to recognize the deep linkage between guns and race, a linkage which is particularly pernicious 

in politics. It is a reminder of the time when black men were slaves, that today gun owners can publicly 

describe a duly elected President as “fake,” that they can decide to attend public meetings challenging 

the very Americanness of his birthright, proudly carrying guns into the room. In Mississippi in 1874, black 

elected officials were destroyed by white gun owners, using egregious violence to strip them of their civic 

rights. We are not there now, but the history from which we have emerged should not be forgotten. In 

recent years for example we have endured the spectacle of political activists carrying guns into 

constituent Town Hall meetings, to protest the passage of the 2010 Health Care Reform Act. Surely the 

freedom to bear arms needs to be limited when free speech, whether political or academic is the object of 

a gathering. The Texas legislature certainly saw things that way when they defeated a bill that would have 

allowed guns inside government buildings although they have forced pubic colleges and universities to 

accept them.  National civil rights organizations, for example the ALCU, could be working for a 75

legal decision that attempts to reconcile the First and Second Amendments, to extend the ban on 
guns in the halls of Congress, to bans whenever or whenever elected officials or others hold a 
public discussion about public issues.!

(2) Guns and Terror Suicide The urge to act, to DO something is a powerful one in this country, and often 

beneficial. After a rampage killing, however, it is all too likely that the wrong kind of help and more help than it 

can absorb, is trying to flow into a newly devastated community. Furthermore, the consequences of each 

action spread beyond the immediate impact area. My own campus changed its policies for arming the police 

after 9/11. These days it engages in “active shooter” training more often than it should have to. There are 

opportunities to be constructive in response to any given attack in virtually every part of the USA. The help, 

however, needs to be given at the right time. Though the urge to act will be instant; understanding the smart 

thing to do takes all of us some time. Before sending aid to some other region, give active and visible 

support for something in your own region which, in the light of recent public suicides, now has 

reason to wonder whether it too is a target: A university or local school with new worries about 

security. An abortion provider in your state. A minority congregation. The mental health center 

nearby which never has enough resources. 

(3) Guns and Individual Suicide Families affected by suicide are generally invisible compared to the 

hundreds of people impacted by guns at a political meeting or to news coverage of the untimely deaths in a 

school yard, but there are the thousands and thousands of people, beyond the actual victims, affected by the 

20,000 gun suicides each year. Ultimately it will be emotionally quite easy for some group of lawyers to 

advocate publicly for a grand reconciliation of two key amendments to the Constitution, or for saving a child 
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from causing an accidental death. Somehow it seems much more unlikely that families affected by guns and 

suicide will want to be in the public spotlight.!

Nonetheless, there is already a disparate community of people actively and increasingly concerned with 

the notion that merely having a gun makes much more likely a suicide that otherwise would not have 

happened. Means Matter, a special program at the Harvard School of Public Health Program in Suicide 

Prevention focuses entirely on guns.  The former Mayor of New York City, Michael Bloomberg, and 76

others in Mayors Against Gun Violence  have also begun to speak out on the linkages between guns and 77

suicide as have newspapers including the New York Times.!

And gun enthusiasts are also concerned. For example, the New Hampshire Firearms Safety Coalition is 

working with gun dealers to spread awareness about the risks of guns in the hands of suicidal people.  In 78

collaboration with the former head of an injury prevention center at Dartmouth University, they have 

distributed brochures and posters to gun shops and they report that: “Most of the gun shop folks had 

really never thought about firearm suicide in a systematic way. Almost everybody had a pretty direct 

experience with suicide by firearms, but they didn't realize how widespread and they didn't know that guns 

were the leading method.”  By 2013 the New Hampshire Coalition was working in four other states. This 79

seems like a genuinely encouraging move in the direction of suicide prevention. To the collection of action 

options from the New Hampshire coalition I would add another: States should require gun owners to 
carry liability insurance just the way car owners do, an insurance with an explicit exclusion if the 
gun was used to commit suicide.!

A few last words!

Many people probably wonder whether we have reached the end of the line. The guns are here. 

Expression of political and racial hostilities is often intense. The courts too often seem to protect the 

extremes of gun ownership. Congressional legislation still curbs knowledge and a minority of strenuous 

advocates successfully silence or distort careful debate. The deeply engrained violence that was born in 

slavery endures. Gun owners have political power and they certainly have fire power to protect their right 

to kill. It is easier and easier for death and injury to wreak havoc on all kinds of very innocent bystanders.!

AND YET!

The Second Amendment uses the words “well regulated.” Various pathways for change offer genuine 

opportunities for meeting that standard “well regulated.” And there are 20,000 newly grieving families 

every year to press for change.!

For suicide prevention in general the tools already exist: trigger locks, and gun safes, and the gathering 

recognition among gun owner groups that they ought to interested in helping their members stay alive. 
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We also have a legacy of valuable traditions -- the NRA began as an organization whose purpose was to 

train people to use guns effectively. They could refocus their energies and public role on that once again. !

With the exception of a court case that would juxtapose the First and Second Amendments, so as to find 

a humane way to host our public speech, the other remedies I have suggested ask no more than that we 

deal with guns they way we have dealt with smoking and car safety. It does not seem likely that we can 

make change using Federal legislation. It is also probably easier to elect a local prosecutor interested in 

gun deaths, to get a state health insurance commissioner to approve the rejection of payments for gun 

injuries without supplemental coverage, and for public interest groups to use existing negligence statutes 

to guide social services towards protecting the young from guns. These are local remedies which means 

every community can begin to get a grip on its own gun tragedies.!

It took a lot of work by Mothers Against Drunk Driving to shift legal standards about drunkenness and cars 

across the entire nation. Since many suicides are older, their mothers are unlikely to be the core of any 

momentum for change. Furthermore, suicide is still considered shameful enough that it will take courage 

for the grieving to speak out. If we are lucky, this era of social media may make it possible for them to 

develop a community solidarity quietly before becoming a public advocacy group. !

And to return once again to the beginning of this essay, to public suicides: terror killers can count on the 

fact that the police will try to kill them. Of 25 who died between 2001 and 2012, five, that is 20% were 

killed by the police. Hence as a means to deter rampage suicides, the police may need to try to devise a 

protocol that injures but avoids killing the perpetrator. This is not to suggest such a strategy would be at 

all easy to achieve. It’s an open question for me, though, not a closed one with an obvious answer.!

Encouragingly, in the two years since this piece first went public, it has begun to seem possible that the 

intense challenges of the era 1979-2015 are being reoriented towards more positive directions. For 

African Americans, previously sanctioned police violence is now under continuous scrutiny and challenge, 

and incarceration rates for African American men begin to be reversed. For suicides, a single piece of 

research by Princeton scholars Anne Case and Angus Deaton shone enough public and media light on 

the deaths of older white men that this issue, too, may begin to receive new attention.  !80

I cannot predict a change. I just hope it could happen. Among the saddest patterns of gun usage in the 

USA today is the 20,000 deaths by suicide. My core proposals are inspired by them. !

We waste an awful lot of time and money in this country on proving blame for the sake of accountability. 

The Constitutional provisions set out in this essay make it clear that each one of us is responsible. The 

time has come to work together, to use our traditions and our better selves, in aid of wiser and longer 

lives for us all.!
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 Appendix 1. — LOCAL OPTIONS TO REDUCE GUN DEATHS!

“Among the saddest patterns of gun usage in the USA today is the 20,000 deaths by suicide. My core 
proposals are inspired by them, but there are also some recommendations for actions that address gun 
concerns in other arenas.” !

That sentence was written in 2013. On Dec. 12, 2015, the New York Times published an editorial 
headlined “Despair Over Gun Deaths Is Not an Option,” which took up three of the conclusions reached in 
this essay: the need for more research, for increased home safety and for insurance requirements. !

The following proposals are suggestions of ways to implement change that address two other kinds of 
gun tragedies.!

(1) Guns in crime. Since Ferguson it is has become commonplace to demand an investigation with likely 
charges each time a person is killed simply because an armed policeman or civilian saw what they 
assumed was a crime being committed. In medieval Europe thieves could be executed but not without 
some kind of trial. In 21st century America thieves were often executed, usually by police though 
sometimes by civilians without even being arrested. This has been particularly true if the alleged thief is 
young, black and male. Community approbation for someone who uses a gun to kill a thief before he has 
been arrested bears a striking resemblance to the acceptance of lynching in the last two centuries.  This 
topic has become urgent since I first wrote, given a new consciousness of the frequency of police 
shootings of this kind. Surely anyone who uses a gun to kill should invariably be put through an 
investigation and a trial himself, even if his victim is a thief? Every time, without exception. Community 
action to demand a trial does not depend on State or Federal Laws. If trials end in acquittals based 
on one or another justification, so be it. The deaths are local and decisions to prosecute are local. 
Changes to mandate a trial can become a local issue too.!

(2) Guns and children There is barbarism in a society where very small children repeatedly find guns 
visible and accessible in their homes and, firing them “by accident,” end up having killed or maimed 
someone else, often someone even younger than they are. Two stories from April and May 2013: !81

A five-year-old American boy accidentally shot and killed his two-year-old sister with a rifle he got for his 
birthday, officials in Kentucky said. Caroline Starks' death follows two other incidents in recent months 
involving young children shooting others . . . 
A four-year-old boy in Tennessee shot and killed a 48-year-old woman in early April, and just days later, 
a six-year-old boy was killed in New Jersey after being shot in the head by his four-year-old playmate. 

In a society where neither the parents, nor the person who bought the gun, nor the grandfather who left a 
loaded gun unlocked in his house, nor the manufacturer selling guns especially for small children is held 
accountable for this truly untimely death something is dreadfully wrong. But police call it an accident. 

"It's just one of those nightmares - a quick thing that happens when you turn your back," Kentucky 
State Police Public Affairs officer Billy Gregory.  

All those who lobby against a stricter regime in private homes for the responsible handling of guns, who 
advocate voluntary rather than compulsory trigger locks and gun safes in the name of more freedom and 
privacy are implicated in these children’s deaths. There are advocates challenging gun rights advocates on this 
issue now, in particular the Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence. One option available to them or to any other 
interested party is  to bring a tort case about gun salesmen and states encouraging negligent 
methods for handling guns. The particular legal tort standards, which apply to anyone who has 
“special skills,” is a standard that could be applied to hold people responsible if the weapons they 
own are misused. And since these children did not die during a crime, gun manufacturers can also 
be sued. !
!
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Appendix 2. — SELF DEFENSE: THE DOCTRINE EVOLVES IN THE USA!

Segments taken from Epps, Garrett. 1992. “ANY WHICH WAY BUT LOOSE: INTERPRETIVE 
STRATEGIES AND ATTITUDES TOWARD VIOLENCE IN THE EVOLUTION OF THE ANGLO-
AMERICAN "RETREAT RULE” Law and Contemporary Problems. Chapel Hill NC. Duke University.!!
The duty to retreat, and leave the law to vindicate injuries, fit poorly into a political ideology that saw 
individuals as possessing natural rights, including the right to violent recourse even against the state if it 
exceeded the bounds allotted to it by political theory. In addition, chance-medley, with its implication of 
mixed fault, was difficult to harmonize with nineteenth-century doctrines of individualism. Accordingly, 
post-revolutionary American courts began to weave their interpretive nets more finely in order to find one 
party at fault and the other faultless.!!
In 1855, the Georgia Supreme Court overruled a trial judge who had instructed the jury in orthodox terms 
about the difference between justifiable and excusable homicide. The judge had further instructed that "[i]f 
[the defendant] could have retreated and did not, in the opinion of the Court, this is not justifiable 
homicide.”!
. . . !
The concept of fault in the encounter, too, was recast in terms of precise legal rights and obligations: "The 
slayer, too, must be faultless; he must owe no duty to the deceased; be under no obligation of law to 
make his own safety a secondary object; otherwise, he is answerable to the law of the land, without any 
immunity under the shield of necessity.”!!
Twenty-one years later, the North Carolina Supreme Court reversed a conviction of manslaughter in 
which the trial judge had ruled that there was no construction of the facts by which the jury could have 
found that the defendant acted in self-defense.  . . .  But the court used the defendant's property right in 
the store as the grounds for holding that he had not provoked the incident in a way that would have 
triggered the common-law duty of retreat.!
 . . .!
Also in 1876, the Ohio Supreme Court extended the logic of Haynes in a decision that became the 
leading American case on the right to stand one's ground.  . . !
“The law, out of tenderness for human life and the frailties of human nature, will not permit the taking of it 
to repel a mere trespass, or even to save life, where the assault is provoked; but a true man, who is 
without fault, is not obliged to fly from an assailant, who, by violence or surprise, maliciously seeks to take 
his life or do him enormous bodily harm.”!
 . . . !
Similar reasoning prevailed in a Mississippi case in 1876, in which the conviction was reversed in part 
because the court had instructed the jury that the defendant had the duty to retreat.!
 . . .!
A year later, the Supreme Court of Indiana recognized that American jurisprudence had not simply 
interpreted the common-law rules on self-defense, but altered them:!
“The tendency of the American mind seems to be very strongly against the enforcement of any rule which 
requires a person to flee when assailed, to avoid chastisement or even to save human life, and that 
tendency is well illustrated by the recent decisions of our courts, bearing on the general subject of the 
right of self-defence. The weight of modern authority, in our judgment, establishes the doctrine, that, when 
a person, being without fault and in a place where he has a right to be, is violently assaulted, he may, 
without retreating, repel force by force, and if, in the reasonable exercise of his right of self-defence, his 
assailant is killed, he is justifiable.”!!
!
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Appendix 3. —  A PERSONAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ESSAY!

America came into being both as a culture of liberty, up to and specifically including endowing gun owners 
with rights, and as a culture of slavery to enable and sustain a social system of exploitation and violence.* 
And having spent devoted a good deal of this essay to legal forms and sociological data and their impact 
on public dialogue today, it is now time to turn to a different kind of evidence. In coming to the vision of the 
USA laid out here, three contemporary books have had an enduring impact on the analysis. Each 
changed how these issues made sense to me and the changes were at a visceral, as well as an 
intellectual level. There is no way reproduce their effect here, nor indeed to guarantee that these 
particular resources will do the same for others, but each of them makes part of the case for recognizing 
the connection between untrammeled violence and the limitations of judicial process in race relations in 
the USA. And for me, as for many others, gun violence has visceral as well as cerebral consequences.!

We have all heard of, and too many have experienced the terrible costs paid by people of African descent 
in this country. Many, if not most will have seen their understanding grow in part through Maya Angelou’s I 
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, either reading it in school or perhaps seeing the film. Its story is 
personal, autobiographical -- a child engulfed in violence, both social -- white on black, and personal 
inside her own family. Silenced by it at first, she finally learned once again to talk and in time Angelou 
became one of this country’s best known writers. Maya Angelou was ultimately silenced by a violent 
catastrophe in the privacy of her own home, but the dangers she faced first began in public in the South. 
She was a spectator to the terrors to which whites in her community subjected her beloved family, and 
she learned very young that in the USA, despite our intricate constitutional structures, the legal system 
offers no guaranteed recourse in the face of violence.!

Angelou grew up well before the 1950s and 1960s, when the US finally began to come to grips with the 
dreadful constitutional and social costs of the forcible segregation known familiarly as “Jim Crow.” The 
very name almost seems to assign responsibility for their exclusion to the blacks themselves.**  Nicholas 
Lemann’s Redemption: The Last Battle of the Civil War lays out how, in an orgy of public, gun violence 
directed at electoral politics, the Klu Klux Klan and its allies regained the government of Mississippi for the 
white minority in the mid 1870s. In less than five years, the black-dominated, post Civil War Republican 
leadership was driven out of power by a white “Democratic” governing party, a party that kept total grip on 
political power for nearly 100 years. Indeed, despite a majority black population and having more black 
elected officials than any other state in the US, Mississippi has not elected an African American politician 
to statewide office since 1874. Lemann’s narrative is not particularly new but the intensity of the 
arrogance and the violence is startling. Jim Crow began towards the end of the 19th century which means 
the legal framework we need to undo today, if we are to diminish US racialisms, may have more in 
common with the violent founding of segregated South Africa than with the USA in the 18th century or 
John Locke’s ideals of liberty.***!

Another book which looks fearlessly at the American tradition of public violence and adds important 
dimensions to it, describes the history of the cruel practice of lynching, primarily though not only in the 
southern states. Michael Pfeifer’s book Rough Justice: Lynching and American Society 1874–1947, 
leaves one devastated, and beyond events that are widely known, it demonstrates that lynching was a 
part of life also in the Midwest and the far western states. In talks about this gun essay, the conversation 
often turns to the trappers and miners and railroad owners in the American West as making up another 
strand in our history of violence. And rightly so. Even more important, the devastation of Native American 
tribes across the entire country from east to west would have to be a significant segment, were this a 
comprehensive description of public violence in the USA. But it is not. I am writing about a limited 
spectrum in the relationship between guns and personal violence, and I single out lynching here because 
it is lynching that links social protections for public violence to the idea of justice itself. Not that Pfeifer 
calls, or would consider calling lynching justice, but he makes a convincing argument that lynching’s 
perpetrators believed themselves rightfully to be taking the law into their own hands. For those who 
carried out the lynchings, Constitutional protections for liberty like due process, unreasonable search and 
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arrests based on evidence were deemed needlessly laborious. “Reasonable Men,” “True Men.” knew 
what ought to happen and often they had a group of neighbors strong enough to bring about the 
necessary result quickly, and just as publicly as any courtroom trial. Pfeiffer’s characterization of the ways 
communities legitimated lynching is a remarkably prescient “prequel” to the the ways pundits today shred 
constitutional protections of careful judicial process in response to public terror. !

________________________  
* A brilliant book describes three different founding frameworks in the USA, the most southern focused on importing 
workers found them in slaves. Though chattel slavery has disappeared, the exploitation of labor has not. Martin, 
Susan. A Nation of Immigrants. New York: Cambridge University Press. 2011!

** The name is from the song, "Jim Crow," as it appeared in sheet music written by Thomas Dartmouth "Daddy" Rice. 
Rice was a struggling black face "actor." This and much more about the depth, damage and pervasiveness or racist 
stereotyping can be found at the website for the Jim Crow Museum at Ferris State University. !
http://www.ferris.edu/htmls/news/jimcrow/index.htm!!
*** Union of four provinces into South Africa in 1910 rested on a constitution that allowed both racial 
segregation and the denial of political rights to blacks. The discriminatory regulations were imposed even 
before the creation of the Union -- the impetus for Gandhi’s civil rights campaigns beginning in 1906. 
Restraints on black freedoms continued to grow in the USA. Decades ago I was astonished when I 
learned that Federal departments in Washington DC were resegregated by “liberal,” “internationalist” 
Woodrow Wilson. By late 2015, his role was becoming an issue for current students at Princeton who 
were wondering that a man with his record was still being honored by his alma mater.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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